NANYUKI SAFARI TRAIN SERVICE

1. How many times does the train run each week and which days?
   **Ans:** We have one round trip on the service every week. The train goes from Nairobi to Nanyuki every **Friday** and makes the return trip from Nanyuki to Nairobi every **Sunday**.

2. How long does the train to Nanyuki take from Nairobi?
   **Ans:** This is a 7-hour journey. The train departs both ends at **0900 hrs** and arrives at both destinations at **1600 hrs**.

   **Does the train stop along the way during the journey?**
   **Ans:** The train stops at Makadara, Dandora, Mwiki, Githurai, Kahawa West, Ruiru, Mitubiri, Thika, Kalimoni, Makuyu, Maragua, Murang’a, Sagana Karatina, Kiganjo, Chaka, and Naro Moru stations which lie between Nairobi and Nanyuki.

3. How does one purchase tickets for the train?
   **Ans:** Tickets are on sale at the above mentioned stations any day of the week. We have Train Ticket Examiners onboard the train who also sell the tickets.

4. Do you offer catering services inside the train?
   **Ans:** There is a private firm offering catering services onboard.

5. What time does depart Nanyuki on Sundays and Nairobi Central Railway Station on Fridays?
   **Ans:** The train departs both ends at **0900 hrs**. Passengers should report one hour to departure for an easy check in and boarding experience.
6. Which sitting class arrangement does the train have?
   
   Ans: The train has two classes. First class and Economy class. First class costs Sh1000 while Economy class costs Sh200. There are fares for passengers boarding and alighting mid journey without reaching either destinations.

7. Do you have courier services to Nanyuki via Rail?
   
   Ans: Courier services have not been officially launched but we normally carry extra baggage for passengers at a fee which varies depending on its weight.

8. How early should one arrive at Nairobi Central Railway Station to board train to Nanyuki?
   
   Ans: Passengers should arrive at the departing station one hour to departure for an easy check in and boarding experience.